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Abstract:Like a method for a finishing processing, the surface plastic deformation improves the exploitation characteristics of the ma-
chining surfaces and increases their qualities. Moreover – it achieves sizable decrease of the machining times in comparison with the 
other finishing methods. The using of combined tools creates circumstances for simultaneously processing with the prior machining, 
which leads to augmentation of the machining productivity. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As a method for the finishing processing the using of the 
surface plastic deformation (SPD) increases the machining surface 
quality and improves their expiation characteristics. Moreover it 
achieves sizable decrease of the machining times in comparison 
with the other finishing methods [1,4]. 

The combining of the prior and finishing machining, (cut-
ting and SPD) leads to using of the combined tools for SPD. They 
create circumstances for augmentation of the machining produc-
tivity of the finishing processing through preservation of the 
method SPD. 

There are known combined tools, compounded from cutting 
(CМ) and deformation (DМ) modulus. The deformation module 
looks like a tool for surface plastic deformation with axis feeding 

of the deformation elements [1,2]. Despite comparatively its wild 
application there are presences of some failings, which is due to 
the machining scheme and kind of the deformation module [3,5]: 

- the combined of the two process lead to considerable 
difficulties through determination of optimum, for each of them, 
regime elements when they machining simultaneously with reali-
zation of the finishing и processing; 

 
 

EXPOSE: 
The combined tool, which satisfies mentioned above cir-

cumstances, is shown on Fig.2. It consists of cutting and deforma-
tion modulus, each of them is formed according to the circums-
tances of the combined machining. 

 

 
Fig.1. Details 

 
For ensuring productivity of the cutting process and as envi-

sage kind of the machining materials, into the deformation mod-
ule 1 there are used carbide cutting insert 5 with big nose radius. 
The insert is laid in special socket, machined in the cutting mod-
ule 1. Its fixture is made through a pressed cotter 3 and the screw 
2. The dimension adjusting is made through a screw 4, after the 
vacation of the cotter 3 and unwinds of a screw 2. After the di-
mension adjusting of the necessary position its invariability estab-
lishes through the screw 2 and the pressed cotter 3. The cutting 
module is assembled toward the deformation module through 
thread. 

The deformation module looks like a tool for SPD with 
radial feeding of the deformation elements. These elements are 
long conical rolls with a length longer than the length of the 
machining hole.  

The deformation module consists of: conical deformation 
rolls 9, laid in the slots of the separator 11, fulcrum cap 12 fixed 
through screws, thrust bearings 14, spring 19, adjusting nut 20 
and back nut 21, located over the bearing shaft 22, quil bearings 
16, laid in a bush 15, which by the pins 13 is made as a whole 
with a separator 11, bearing cone 10, cap 6, balls 7, separator 8 
for balls 7. 

On the free end of the bearing shaft 22 there is step, toward 
which through thread is assembled tail-end with necessary joint 
dimensions for the relevant machine.  

The tool shown on fig.2 is on non-work situation. The di-
mension of the deformation module (the diameter of the described 
circumference around the rolls) is smaller than the finish diameter 
of the machining hole. 
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Fig.2. Tool for combined machining with radial feed 

 
Advantage of the suggested combined tool is that it can 

work as in horizontal as and in vertical position. Furthermore it 
will be with turning or immovable bearing shaft (respectively 
cutting module). In all these cases the cutting module is adjusted 
on dimension in advance through the help of an appliance. If need 
be it does precise adjustment through the screw 4. 

When it works over the machines from the group of the 
lathes the detail does the main turning movement and the tool – 
axis feeding. 

The tool action is the following: 
Through entering into beforehand turned hole, the tool 

works like ordinary skiving rod for finishing cutting. This allows 
the choosing of optimum cutting regime. It is realized through 
bigger feed, because of the using of a carbide cutting insert with 
big nose radius. The continuing feeding leads to movement of the 
bearing shaft 22 toward the separator 11 and this cause of the 

spring 19 when the joint end of the fulcrum cap 12 reaches to the 
joint end of the detail. The bearing cone 10 push out the deforma-
tion conical rolls 9 in radial between the conical surface of the 
bearing shaft 22 and the detail, it creates a possibility for relative 
turning of the separator toward the bearing shaft 22 and the rolls 
do planetary movement as in this way machining the surface 
simultaneously through the all length. The process SPD takes 
ordinarily 2 – 3 full revolution of the separator, which is too small 
in comparison with the single time for accomplishment of the 
transition. 

The deformation process continues till the full flexion of the 
spring 19 and touching of the adjusting nut 20 the joint surface of 
the axis bearing 14. What dimension will receive after proceeding 
depend as from the dimension of the prior machining as from the 
adjusting dimension for SPD. It is achieved through moving of 
the adjusting nut 20, which limits the motion of the bearing shaft 
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22 and increases or decreases the tightness (the tightness is an 
element of the machining regime by SPD). 

When the machining is stopped, the tool is returned on rapid 
traverse and under action of the spring 19 the separator 11 with 
the deformation rolls 9 are in a starting position for a new pro-
ceeding. When it works over the drill machines the combined tool 
does as a main movement as and feeding movement. 

For determination the technologic possibilities of the tool it 
is accomplished an experimental examination with cast-iron 
details, received from factory-producer with in advance drilled 
holes. The machined hole has a diameter Ø60Н7. 

The preliminary cutting and the combined machining are 
realized on the turning lathe С11МВ. The tool is located into a 
device which is assembled over the cross lathe carriage. 

With the cutting module it is used Р10 (Т15К6) with nose 

radius R = 18mm and geometry αo = 8°, χ = 8°, λs = 0°. 
It is used the following regime of cutting: speed V = 126 

m/min; feed f=1,25÷1,5mm/tr and  depth а=0,2÷0,3mm. 
Because of the tool for SPD is with hard action, the defor-

mation force is due to the negative difference between its work 
diameter (the diameter of the described circumference around the 
rolls) and the hole diameter. The tightness fluctuation is due to 
the dispersing of the dimension of the prior machining. The revo-
lution number of the separator (m) is chooses according to effec-
tiveness of the rate frequency the deformation act applying. 

As deformation rolls are used conical deformation rolls with 
a length l=90mm, large diameter to the joint surface of the rolls d 
= 0,98mm and angle in the vertex of the rolls αр = 3°4'. 

It is used the following regime of SPD: tightness 
0,05÷0,08mm; frequency of turning 1000min-1 and numbers 
turning of the separator m = 3. 

As lubricant is used a combination from engine oils М10D, 
LТ-2Т and naphtha in proportion 1:1:5. It is feed through the 
cooling system of the turning lathe and at the same time helps as 
for taking out the chips as for lubrication of the deformation rolls 
and the machining surface. 

Through described circumstances a consignment from 50 
details are machined. They are cut consecutively with the same 
adjusting dimension of the tool and after control of the roughness 
and the diameter it is done SPD and after that it is controlled 
again the mentioned quality characteristics. 

The measuring of the  precision of the hole diameter is done 
with indicating calipers and the control of the  roughness by the 
parameter - with profilometer – profilograph „TALYSURF-6”. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

The measuring results are done statistical through the help 
of PC and program „BBSTAT”. There are got the following 
numerical characteristics: 

 
 

 cutting      SPD 
spread, R ,059             00,0578 

average arithmetic, X  0,031             0,0256 

mean square  deviation, S[Х] 0,013             0,011 
dispersion, S2 [Х] 1,44               1,26 
asymmetry, χ1[Х] 0,17             0,795 
excess, χ2[Х]  323,33         -270,08 
   

 
In keeping with got numerical characteristics by the Pir-

son criteria it is proved normal or logarithmic-normal distribu-
tion. 

It is obvious that after SPD the dispersing field is nar-
rowed approximately 1,2 times. The roughness is improved 
from Ra=3,8÷5μm to Ra = 0,5 ÷ 0,6μm, this can’t ensure with 
till now the applied  reaming 
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